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While the economic success of the so-called long-haul low-cost 
carriers (LHLCCs) is still far from proven, this has not prevented 
their rapid development, especially in Europe. Exactly which 
carriers can be described as LHLCCs remains a topic for debate 
within the industry, in the same way that in the short-haul 
market there are now a variety of airlines on a sliding scale 
from full-service carriers to ultra low-cost carriers, generally 
agreed to be Ryanair and Wizz Air within Europe. Arguably the 
LHLCC concept has been around in Europe for many years, with 
many low-cost charter airlines offering a number of long-haul 
routes to destinations in Florida and the Caribbean. AirAsia X in 
Malaysia and Jetstar Airways in Australia were possibly the first 
airlines created to focus on the LHLC market. Both, maybe 
significantly, were fully-owned subsidiaries of large carriers, 
AirAsia and Qantas respectively. 

Norwegian leads the way in Europe 

The emergence of new longer-haul aircraft with lower 
operating costs, such as the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, appears to 
have been the catalyst for Norwegian at least to want to enter 
the long-haul market. The Scandinavian carrier’s foray into 
transatlantic flying dates back to May 2013 when it launched 
service from Oslo and Stockholm to New York JFK, followed by 
Bangkok routes from both airports in June 2013. Teething 
problems with the new 787s meant that in the early days other 
aircraft from other carriers had to be leased in on a regular 
basis. Five years on and this is still an issue for Norwegian, 
although the problem now is related to engines on its 787-9s. 

Realising that the Scandinavian market was somewhat limited 
for long-haul flights without feed from both ends of the route, 
Norwegian turned its attention to the much bigger, though 
more competitive, London market, where it began US flights to 
Fort Lauderdale, New York JFK and Los Angeles from its existing 

Gatwick base in July 2014. This summer Norwegian served 12 
long-haul destinations from Gatwick (10 in the US plus Buenos 
Aires and Singapore), with Las Vegas operating as a winter-only 
destination and Tampa becoming the newest destination at the 
start of W18/19. 

Apart from London and its Scandinavian bases, Norwegian has 
also expanded its long-haul (mostly transatlantic) services to 
Amsterdam, Barcelona, Belfast BFS, Cork, Dublin, Edinburgh, 
Madrid, Paris, Rome FCO and Shannon. Plans to add Milan MXP 
to that list this summer were dropped before service to Los 
Angeles was launched. 

Using The ANKER Report’s own view of what can be considered 
an LHLCC, Norwegian has the biggest long-haul operation 
(defined as flights of over 4,500 kilometres) with almost 450 

weekly flights this summer, compared with just under 280 last 
August. This represents impressive growth of over 60%. 
However, this growth appears to have come at a price as the 
airline’s financial results continue to be of concern to industry 
analysts. 

Canadian duo have evolved differently 

After Norwegian, the two biggest LHLCCs in the world are both 
Canadian carriers, Air Transat and Air Canada Rouge. The 
former has evolved over the last 30 years from being a pure 
charter airline to a leisure airline offering lots of seat-only 
capacity. Air Canada Rouge began service in July 2013 (with its 
own IATA code of RV) and now operates a fleet of 25 767-300s 
with an average age of around 20 years according to 
planesplotters.net.  

The Top 15 LHLCCs contains a mix of airlines from those with a 
charter background (Air Transat, Condor, Thomas Cook Airlines, 
TUI  Airways and XL Airways France), 
to subsidiaries of flag-carrier (Air 
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In this issue we take a closer look at 
long-haul low-cost airlines, particularly 
in the European market. Icelandair and 
Nordica are examined in more detail as 
is Palermo Airport and the Portuguese 
market. 

The fierce battle for ultra low-cost 
supremacy in Central and Eastern 
Europe is analysed as is the long-haul 
market to Thailand. Plus the usual 
country snapshots and route launches. 

 Ralph Anker 
ralph@anker-report.com 

http://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en-/bsn-route-development
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Icelandair has recently been one of Europe’s fastest-
growing flag-carriers with passenger numbers more than 
trebling between 2009 and 20017. During that period 
the airline has reported growth of at least 14% in every 
year except 2013 (+11.7%) and 2017 (+9.9%). However, 
across the first eight months of this year traffic is 
virtually flat and the airline reported a disappointing 
financial result for the second quarter of the year which 
resulted in the resignation of the airline’s CEO. While 
revenue was up 9%, expenses rose by 18%, resulting in a 
$26m loss in the normally profitable second quarter. 

US capacity growth outstrips Europe 

Part of the airline’s problem has been the rapid growth 
of local rival WOW air, which also serves destinations in 
Europe and North America and offers connections 
between the two regions via the Reykjavik KEF hub. 
Iceland is a small country with a population of around 
350,000 people. 

According to Icelandair’s latest presentation 56% of its 
passengers were connecting between Europe and North 
America in Q2, while 31% were tourists visiting Iceland. 
Just 13% was Iceland originating traffic.  

The airline has highlighted the imbalance between 
growth in its North American and European operations. 
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, North 
American ASKs are up around 15% in S18 while 
European ASKs are down around 5%. In Q2 Icelandair 
reported European load factors climbing from 81% in 
2017 Q2 to 84% in 2018 Q2 while load factors on North 
American routes fell from 85.1% in 2017 Q2 to 77.8% in 
2018 Q2. Average sector length in Q2 rose by 6% to 
3,271 kilometres. 

Five new US routes in 2018 

Since 2015 Icelandair has added new North American 
routes to Baltimore/Washington (2018), Chicago (2016), 
Cleveland (2018), Dallas/Fort Worth (2018), Kansas City 
(2018), Montreal (2016), Philadelphia (2017), Portland 
(2015), San Francisco (2018) and Tampa (2017). Some of 
these had already been launched by WOW air, while  the 
Dallas/Fort Worth route, not served by any carriers in 
2017, is now operated by three airline with American 
Airlines having also launched its own service this year. 

In contrast new routes to Europe have been Aberdeen 
(2016), Belfast BHD (2017), Berlin TXL (2017), 
Birmingham (2015), Dublin (2018) and Paris ORY (2016). 
The three UK routes have all been dropped for S18 while 
the Orly route appears to have been dropped for 
W18/19. Germany appears to be a target for growth as 
next April will see the resumption of services to 
Düsseldorf, a route previously served in S09 and S10. 
However, Eurowings and WOW air already serve the 
German airport. 

US routes dominate ASK rankings 

Sorted by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), nine of the 
airline’s top 10 routes are to North America with Seattle-
Tacoma leading the way. Copenhagen is the biggest 
European route with up to four daily flights. 

Icelandair has two busy peaks at Keflavik. An early 
morning peak between 05:00 and 09:00 when flights 
from North America arrive and connect with outbound 

flights to Europe. Between 15:00 and 18:00 the pattern 
is reversed with flights arriving from Europe and 
connecting to outbound flights to the US and Canada.  

The airline has recently announced that, starting next 
May, it will also add outbound flights to 11 European 
destinations from 10:30 as well as outbound flights to six 
North American destinations from 20:00. 

New 737 MAX 8s joining the fleet 

This year saw Icelandair take delivery of its first three 
737 MAX 8s  with a further six set to be delivered in the 
first quarter of 2019. For now, the backbone of the 
airline’s fleet remains the 757, of which it has almost 30. 
Next summer will see the airline increase its reserve 
aircraft at Keflavik from one to three. 

Icelandair’s rapid US growth results in load factor drop and reduced 
profits; will launch ‘off-peak’ flights in S19 as MAX 8 fleet set to grow 
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Spain: Modest passenger growth of 3.4% was achieved 
across Spain’s airports in August, with some ‘holiday’ 
airports seeing demand fall compared to last year. 
Madrid and Valenica both had strong months with 
growth of over 8%. Vueling (+12%) grew much faster 
than market leader Ryanair (+1%). 

Denmark: Demand was up almost 7% across Denmark’s 
major airports in August with Copenhagen reporting 
good growth of over 5%. Norwegian (+13%) grew 
capacity more quickly than SAS (+2%), but easyJet was 
the fastest-growing carrier with capacity up almost 40%, 
thanks to its new Berlin TXL to Copenhagen route. 

Netherlands: Modest growth of less than 2% in the 
Netherlands in August with Amsterdam traffic up less 
than 1%. Eindhoven and Rotterdam both reported 
double-digit growth. Transavia capacity was up 10% and 
KLM’s was up 4%. However, both Air France and Vueling 
appear to have reduced Dutch capacity in August. 
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The admission into the EU of several Central European 
countries in May 2004 opened up the air travel market 
to new competitors and low-cost carriers were quick to 
seize the opportunity. Budapest-based Wizz Air launched 
operations from Katowice in May 2004 followed by 
Budapest in June 2004, and Gdansk and Warsaw in 
August 2004. Since its launch it has grown its capacity in 
Central & Eastern Europe (CEE) by at least 10% per 
annum.  

Ryanair’s first CEE routes were to Riga from Frankfurt 
HHN, London STN and Tampere, which all launched in 
October 2004. The following year the Irish ULCC 
launched 18 new CEE routes, 11 from its London STN 
base. Apart from Riga, Ryanair now served Bratislava, 
Brno, Bydgoszcz, Gdansk, Kaunas, Krakow, Lodz, Poznan, 
Rzeszow, Szczecin and Wroclaw.  

Ryanair’s growth more erratic than Wizz Air’s 

Ryanair’s growth in the CEE market since 2004 has been 
slightly more erratic than Wizz Air’s, with growth of less 
than 10% in 2009 and a 6% cut in capacity in 2014. The 
reduction in seats in 2014 was particularly high in 
Budapest, Katowice, Lodz and Vilnius. 

It is worth noting that back in 2005 easyJet actually 
offered more seats from CEE airports than either Wizz 
Air or Ryanair, mainly thanks to a major presence in 
Prague as well as rapid growth in Budapest and Krakow. 
In 2018, while Wizz Air is offering over 19 million seats 
from CEE airports, and Ryanair over 14 million, easyJet is 
offering fewer than three million seats. Its top three CEE 
airports are still Prague, Budapest and Krakow and it 
only serves 15 CEE airports at present, with Warsaw 
WAW set to make it 16 when the Polish capital 
welcomes four easyJet routes from the end of October. 

Poland is biggest ULCC market 

Based on the latest schedule data for 2018, there are 
seven CEE countries where, between them, Wizz Air and 
Ryanair account for over 40% of scheduled seat capacity 
in 2018. This includes Poland, the largest CEE market in 
which Wizz Air and Ryanair have a major presence. 
Among the bigger CEE markets, the two ULCCs share 
more than 40% of the market in Bulgaria, Hungary and 
Romania.  

In the smaller markets of Lithuania, Macedonia and 
Slovakia, Wizz Air and Ryanair account for between 55% 
and 65% of the market. In Lithuania and Slovakia both 
carriers have at least 20% of the market. However, in 
Macedonia, Ryanair is not present, leaving Wizz Air with 
just over 60% of the total air travel market, thanks to its 
major base at Skopje, from where it serves 27 
destinations this summer. 

Countries where the two carriers have failed between 
them to even get 10% of the market include Albania, 
Croatia, Estonia, Slovenia and Ukraine. Albania and 
Ukraine are not in the EU while Croatia only joined in 
2013. Estonia and Slovenia have been members since 
2004. 

Budapest and Bucharest are leading ULCC airports 

The CEE airport at which Wizz Air and Ryanair combined 
have the greatest presence is Budapest where the two 
carriers in 2018 offer over four million departing seats, 
over 30% more than from Bucharest OTP. While the 
Hungarian airport does not have a national flag-carrier 
since Malev went bust, competition in Bucharest comes 
from not only TAROM but local hybrid carrier Blue Air. 

In Warsaw, after some swopping and changing, Wizz Air 
is based at Warsaw WAW while Ryanair has a base at 
Warsaw WMI. Ryanair did operate some domestic 
routes from Warsaw WAW to Gdansk, Szczecin and 
Wroclaw, but only the Szczecin service still operates in 
2018. 

In 2018 the two carriers have increased CEE capacity by 
an estimated 15% between them. Among the top 15 
airports the fastest-growing are Prague (+42%), Vilnius 
(+33%, inflated by the airport’s closure for a few weeks 
in 2017), Bratislava (+25%) and Krakow (+25%).  

New airports in 2018 are Kharkiv in Ukraine (served by 
Wizz Air from Dortmund and Katowice with four more 
routes starting in W18/19) the return of Targu Mures 
(also thanks to Wizz Air) and Banja Luka in Bosnia & 
Herzegovina which Ryanair will start serving in W18/19. 

Wizz Air extends lead over Ryanair in CEE in 2018; ULCC capacity up 
15% as Hungary, Poland and Romania see biggest competition 
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Austria: Vienna and Austrian airports as a whole saw 
traffic growth of 7% in July, with easyJet, the leading non
-Lufthansa Group airline, growing quickly and Ryanair-
backed Laudamotion already ranked in the top 6. 
Belgium: Brussels’s two airports had differing fortunes in 
July. The main airport grew by almost 4% while Charleroi 

saw traffic drop by over 2%. While Brussels Airlines saw 
capacity growth of 13%, Ryanair cut its available seats in 
the country by almost 5%. 
Portugal: Decent growth in demand at Lisbon and Porto 
was partly offset by traffic dropping in Faro and Funchal 
in July. TAP Portugal (+8%) is growing Portuguese 

capacity more quickly than nearest rivals Ryanair (+3%) 
and easyJet (+4%) 
Romania: Passenger numbers in Romania were up 8% in 
July with Bucharest traffic up almost 9%. Wizz Air (+17%) 
and TAROM (+10%) both performed well but there were 
capacity cuts for Blue Air (-11%) and Ryanair (-11%). 

http://www.connect-aviation.com/
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Falcone Borsellino Airport serving Palermo on the Italian 
island of Sicily is named after two anti-Mafia magistrates 
(Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino) who were killed 
within weeks of each other in 1992. The airport has 
witnessed impressive growth in the last four years with 
passenger numbers increasing from 4.33 million in 2013 
to 5.75 million in 2017. 

Domestic traffic dominates, accounting for 76% of 
passengers in 2017. However, international traffic has 
seen its share of the market double from 12% in 2000-
2002 to 24% last year. 

WindJet was local LCC from 2003 to 2012 

The airport had its own ‘home’ LCC for a number of 
years after WindJet was created in 2003. Already the 
airport’s fourth biggest carrier in 2004 according to 
FlightGlobal schedules data, by 2007 it ranked second. 
However, the decision by Ryanair to make Palermo a 
base in 2011 appears to have caused difficulties for 
WindJet, which collapsed in August 2012. 

Palermo has a consistent seasonality profile with traffic 
peaking in August. Last year’s busiest months of July and 
August both welcomed around 635,000 passengers, 
more than twice as many as passed through the airport 
in February (fewer than 300,000). 

Since last October the airport has been registering 
double-digit growth every month, with demand up over 
20% in the first quarter of 2018. 

Ryanair drives recent growth 

A key driver of the growth has been the launch last 
October of 2-daily Ryanair flights to Milan MXP, a route 
also served 3-daily by easyJet. In May, Air Italy became 
the third major carrier to serve the market with 11-
weekly service. 

Ryanair is now the dominant airline at the airport. It has  
been bigger than Alitalia since 2014. In 2011 when 
Ryanair made Palermo a base it served 11 destinations 
with around 80 weekly departures. This summer that 
number has risen to 22 with around 180 weekly 
departures. In the last 12 months it has added new 
routes to Budapest, Manchester, Milan MXP, Valencia 
and Wroclaw. Looking ahead, this winter will see the 
addition of Athens, Brussels CRL and Cologne Bonn to 
the ULCC’s Palermo network. 

Other carriers adding new routes as well 

The last 12 months has also seen other carriers adding 
new services. Alitalia has begun daily flights to both 
Bologna and Venice VCE on 1 August, while easyJet has 
added new UK links to Liverpool and London LTN. 
Volotea has added several seasonal, low frequency 
services to Ancona, Bilbao, Lyon, Rhodes, Split and 
Zakynthos. Transavia has added both Lyon and 
Rotterdam connections, while another LCC subsidiary of 
a legacy carrier, Lufthansa’s Eurowings, began Stuttgart 
service on 15 April. 

Among flag-carriers, Aegean Airlines launched 3-weekly 
flights from Athens on 21 June while Iberia returned to 
Palermo after a three-year hiatus with 2-weekly flights 
from Madrid operated by its LCC Iberia Express. A recent 
addition has been Aeroflot’s in-house LCC Pobeda which 

began 2-weekly service on 6 September from Moscow 
VKO, taking on Alitalia’s weekly service to Sheremetyevo. 

The airport’s only transatlantic service with Meridiana to 
New York JFK appears to have been a casualty of the 
airline’s restructuring and rebranding as Air Italy. This 
summer there are no long-haul scheduled services from 
Palermo. 

Rome and Milan top route rankings 

Passengers wanting to get to Rome FCO have a choice of 
three carriers; Alitalia (9-daily), Ryanair (5-daily) and 
Vueling (up to 3-daily). For Milan flights customers have 
a choice of three airports and four carriers; Air Italy to 
Malpensa, Alitalia to Linate, easyJet to Malpensa and 
Ryanair to Bergamo or Malpensa. 

Palermo set for another record year as traffic up 16% so far in 2018; 
Ryanair clear #1 with Aegean, Iberia and Pobeda all new for S18 
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In the last issue of The ANKER Report we identified over 
30 European airports which this summer offered flights 
to just a single international destination. For this latest 
analysis European airports with just a single interconti-
nental service have been identified.  

While such services would normally be long-haul flights, 
the shortest routes in the analysis are the 295-kilometre 
sector from Palermo in Sicily to Tunis in Tunisia 
(operated by Tunisair Express) and the 69-kilometre 
connection between Gibraltar and Tangier in Morocco, 
operated 2-weekly by Royal Air Maroc. 

Tel Aviv served from many airports 

Of the 61 European airports identified with just a single 
intercontinental service in S18, for 23 of them Tel Aviv in 
Israel is that one destination. For a further eight airports, 
Hurghada in Egypt is the only intercontinental 
destination (mainly from German airports) while for six 
airports (of which three are in France) it is Marrakech in 
Morocco. For geographic purposes Ekaterinburg in 
Russia is considered in Asia, hence its appearance in this 
list with four airports in European Russia having their 
only intercontinental route to Ekaterinburg, even though 
these are domestic routes. 

Other airports of note with just a single intercontinental 
scheduled route include Cardiff (Qatar Airways daily to 

Doha launched on 1 May), Cork (Norwegian 3-weekly to 
Providence), Dortmund (Wizz Air 3-weekly to Kutaisi in 

Georgia), Dubrovnik (flydubai 4-weekly to Dubai DXB) 
and Lamezia Terme (Air Transat weekly to Toronto).  

Over 60 European airports serve just a single intercontinental route 
with scheduled flights in S18 with Tel Aviv the most popular route 

Leading non-European airports for European airports with just one scheduled intercontinental route in S18 

Airport Airports Airport (weekly frequency) 

Tel Aviv (TLV) 23 Constanta CND (3), Corfu CFU (2), Craiova CRA (2), Debrecen DEB (2), Dnipropetrovsk DNK (5), Florence FLR (1), Genoa GOA (1), Iasi IAS (6), 
Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden FKB (2), Kos KGS (12), Lublin LUZ (2), Poprad/Tatry TAT (1), Rijeka RJK (1), Santorini JTR (2), Sibiu SBZ (2), Stockholm 
NYO (1), Tenerife TFS (2), Timisoara TSR (3), Tirana TIA (2), Trieste TRS (1), Vinnytsia VIN (2), Zadar ZAD (1), Zakynthos ZTH (2) 

Hurghada (HRG) 8 Aalborg AAL (1), Erfurt ERF (1), Friedrichshafen FDH (1), Graz GRZ (1), Kassel-Calden KSF (2), Maastricht MST (2), Münster/Osnabrück FMO (1), 
Rostock RLG (1) 

Marrakech (RAK) 6 Liverpool LPL (2), Paris XCR (1), Pau PUF (1), Santander SDR (2), Tours TUF (2), Venice TSF (2) 

Ekaterinburg (SVX) 4 Nizhniy Novgorod GOJ  (4), Lipetsk LPK (2), Nizhnekamsk NBC (2), Syktyvkar SCW (2) 

Tehran (IKA) 2 Denizli DNZ (6), Gothenburg GOT (2) 

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for w/c 13 August 2018. 

http://www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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Nordica began operations on 8 November 2015 (as 
Nordic Aviation), the day after the Estonian government 
had shut down Estonian Air because it was unable to pay 
back funds that were deemed by the EU as illegal state 
aid. According to FlightGlobal schedules data for October 
2015, Estonian Air had been serving 19 destinations from 
Tallinn, including daily flights to eight destinations; 
Amsterdam, Brussels BRU, Copenhagen, Kiev KBP, Oslo 
OSL, Stockholm ARN, Stockholm BMA and Vilnius. 

Initially, Nordica (which became the airline’s brand name 
in March 2016) was a virtual airline with operations 
performed on its behalf by Slovenian carrier Adria 
Airways. In November 2016 Nordica entered into an 
agreement with LOT Polish Airlines to use its marketing 
platform and codes although the airline now had its own 
aircraft and AOC. Nordica also set up a regional 
subsidiary in conjunction with LOT, Regional Jet OÜ 
(IATA code EE) which operates four ATR 72-600s on 
behalf of SAS since August 2017, mostly on routes from 
Copenhagen.  

Fleet of 18 sub 100-seat aircraft 

Nordica and Regional Jet have grown their fleet quickly 
to 18 aircraft this summer; 10 88/90-seat CRJ 900s, two 
70-seat CRJ 700s and six 70-seat ATR 72-600s, of which 
four are operating for SAS.  

Nordica’s main focus is on serving the Estonian market 
from the country’s capital airport in Tallinn. This summer 
it accounts for around one-third of seat capacity at the 
airport, making it the airport’s leading carrier, more than 
twice as big as airBaltic. 

Last year Tallinn Airport handled 2.65 million passengers, 
an increase of 19% on 2016’s figure of 2.22 million. So 
far, in the first eight months of 2018 the airport’s traffic 
has risen by almost 15% to 1.99 million passengers. 

Top routes are mostly to Star Alliance hubs 

Thanks to its partnership with LOT, Nordica’s passengers 
benefit from Star Alliance membership and it comes as 
no surprise that many of the airline’s top routes (as 
measured by ASKs - Available Seat Kilometres) this 
summer are to hub airports for other Star Alliance 
members (shown in blue) such as Austrian Airlines, 
Brussels Airlines,  LOT, Lufthansa and SAS.  

Amsterdam is the leading airport which is not a hub for a 
Star Alliance carrier. Notably, the carrier does not serve 
London, Paris or any destinations in Italy or Spain. 

Since establishing itself with a network of 15 
destinations in the summer of 2016, Nordica has added 
new routes in 2017 from Tallinn to Gothenburg, 
Hamburg and St. Petersburg, while 2018 has so far seen 
the addition of Constanta, Copenhagen, Kiev IEV and 
Ohrid in Macedonia. 

Competition exists on several routes with airBaltic 
already serving Amsterdam, Berlin, Vienna and Vilnius 
while adding service to both Oslo and Stockholm this 
winter, as well as Brussels and Copenhagen next June. 
Norwegian, which also competes on the Oslo route, is 
also adding Stockholm service this winter. While 
Ryanair’s network has no overlap with Nordica, Wizz Air 
launched its first route from Tallinn in June to Kiev IEV. 

Mini-base in Groningen 

On 19 September 2016 Nordica began service from 
Groningen to Munich. At the time the airline was still 
using Adria Airways as its marketing platform, but the 
route was actually flown using bmi regional ERJ 145s.  

Then in March 2018 Nordica established a mini-base at 
Groningen with the addition of daily year-round flights 
to Munich and a seasonal service to Nice. These routes 
are flown using the airline’s CRJ 700s, which, according 
to Flightradar24.com, are also used to operate some SAS 
services from Copenhagen to Gdansk. 

Swedish PSO routes launched this month 

The airline’s latest venture has been to take over two 
Swedish domestic services which are PSO (Public Service 
Obligation) routes and which were previously operated 
by NextJet before that carrier’s demise earlier this 
summer. The new routes from Arvidsjaur and Gällivare 
to Stockholm ARN began on 16 September (see page 10 
for more details). The contract for these services runs 
until October 2019. 

Nordica quickly established as #1 airline in Estonia serving over 20 
routes in S18; also operating in Netherlands and Sweden 
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Last year, for the first time, over 50 million passengers 
passed through Portugal’s airports. The country’s top 5 
airports (Lisbon, Porto, Faro, Funchal and Ponta Delgada) 
accounted for well over 95% of all traffic and between 
them saw traffic grow by almost 17% to 51.2 million. 

The three main airports on the Portuguese mainland 
(Lisbon, Porto and Faro) handled over 46 million 
passengers with Funchal (3.2 million passengers) and 
Ponta Delgada (1.8 million) the only other airports 
handling over one million annual passengers. 

Traffic has doubled in just eight years 

The three main airports have seen impressive growth 
during the last four years with double-digit growth in 
2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. In just eight years, between 
2009 (after the global economic crisis) and 2017, 
passenger numbers have doubled. Porto has seen the 
highest growth during that period with demand up 
almost 140% compared with 101% at Lisbon and 72% in 
Faro. 

So far, in the first seven months of 2018, passenger 
numbers at Portugal’s five main airports are up 8%, with 
Lisbon (+12%) and Porto (+11%) continuing to perform 
well. However, Faro (-2%), Funchal (-2%) and Ponta 
Delgada (+2%) are performing less impressively. 

TAP, Ryanair and easyJet are the big three in Portugal 

Not surprisingly, across all Portuguese airports, national 
carrier TAP Portugal is the leading airline, almost twice 
as big as its nearest rival Ryanair. In Lisbon, TAP accounts 
for over 50% of seat capacity in S18 and is over five 
times bigger than Ryanair, which made the Portuguese 
capital a base in S14. easyJet is the third biggest carrier 
having made the airport a base in S12. For more details 
regarding TAP’s development see Issue 11 of The ANKER 
Report. Looking ahead, TAP has announced three new 
routes from Lisbon for S19; Basel, Dublin and Tel Aviv. 

In Porto the same three airlines fill the top three 
positions this summer but with Ryanair (32% of seats) 
leading TAP (21%) and easyJet (12%). Between them 
they account for two-thirds of capacity at the airport. 

Ryanair is also the leading carrier in Faro, with 30% of 
capacity, ahead of easyJet (20%) and Jet2.com (10%). 
Faro’s lack of growth in 2018 can be explained by the 
fact that both airberlin/NIKI and Monarch Airlines were 
significant players at the airport in S17. 

Other LCCs also growing 

LCCs (shown in red) feature prominently in the 
Portuguese market. Jet2.com’s growth has been driven 
mostly by increases in its Faro capacity to compensate 
for the loss of Monarch services, but also by new routes 
to Funchal from Belfast BFS, Birmingham and Edinburgh. 

Vueling’s growth of almost 20% was also primarily down 
to increased service on existing routes but also helped 
by two new routes to Lisbon from Bilbao and Palma de 
Mallorca. 

Long-haul markets booming, UK down in Q3 

Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2018 Q3  
compared with 2017 Q3 shows that all of the top 15 
international country markets are growing, with the 
notable exception of the UK, the biggest country market. 

Apart from the loss of Monarch Airlines (responsible for 
200,000 seats in 2017 Q3), TUI Airways has cut capacity 
by 12%. Although Jet2.com and TAP grew capacity 
significantly, both easyJet and Ryanair only increased 
their available seats by less than 3%. As a result, total UK 
capacity is down almost 7% in Q3. Italy saw the fastest 
growth among major European markets (+18%), driven 
primarily by TAP’s new routes from Porto to Milan MXP 
and from Lisbon to Florence. Poland’s 32% growth is the 
result of four new Wizz Air routes and two from Ryanair. 

The biggest long-haul markets to Brazil, the US and 
Canada are all seeing capacity growth of at least 15% in 
Q3. Canada’s almost 30% growth is mostly down to two 
new Air Canada Rouge routes launched in June; from 
Toronto to Porto and from Montreal to Lisbon. 

The US market has benefitted from three significant new 
routes launched this summer; Delta Air Lines from 
Atlanta to Lisbon and from New York JFK to Ponta 
Delgada, and United Airlines from New York EWR to 
Porto.  

Portugal’s airports handled more than 50 million passengers in 2017; 
TAP & long-haul markets (Brazil, Canada, US) growing strongly in S18 
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Launched routes 

Air Italy became the latest carrier to enter the Europe to 
Thailand market with the launch on 9 September of 4-
weekly service from Milan MXP to Bangkok BKK. The 
Qatar Airways backed carrier will use A330-200s on the 
9,100-kilometre route. Competition comes from Thai 
Airways which already connects the two airports with 4-
weekly flights. Bangkok becomes Air Italy’s first 
destination in Asia. Two more Asian routes to Delhi and 
Mumbai will launch at the end of October. Bangkok also 
becomes the first of Milan MXP’s nine Asian destinations 
on which passengers have a choice of carrier. For more 
about the development of the market between Europe 
and Thailand see page 11. 

Aigle Azur is entering the highly competitive market for 
flights between Paris and Milan. On 14 September the 
French carrier began 6-weekly service between Paris 
ORY and Milan MXP using its A320s. Frequency is set to 
grow in the coming months with up to 3-daily flights 
from December. The only direct competition comes from 
Vueling with 13-weekly flights. However, Air France flies 

from Paris CDG to both Milan MXP (33-weekly) and 
Milan LIN (13-weekly) while fellow flag-carrier Alitalia 
operates from Milan LIN to both Paris CDG (21-weekly) 
and Paris ORY (18-weekly). In addition, easyJet offers 
three alternatives; from Paris CDG to Milan MXP (43-
weekly), from Paris CDG to Milan LIN (12-weekly) and 
from Paris ORY to Milan LIN (daily). Finally, Ryanair 
connects its Milan BGY base to Paris BVA with daily 
flights. As a result, at least initially, Aigle Azur’s six 
weekly flights represent less than 4% of the total of 173 
weekly flights in October between the two legendary 
style capitals of Europe. 

LEVEL is also stepping boldly into another highly 
competitive market from Paris, this time to New York. 
The IAG LCC launched 4-weekly service on 18 September 
between Paris ORY and New York EWR. Celebrations for 
the new route appear to have been rather low-key to 
non-existent, possibly because the route was originally 
scheduled to start on 3 September. Direct competition 
on the 5,900-kilometre route between Orly and Newark 
comes from La Compagnie (13-weekly) and Norwegian 
(6-weekly). However, there is also a daily service from 
Orly to New York JFK with Air France. There are even 
more options from Paris CDG. Five carriers connect CDG 
to JFK; Air France (4-daily), American Airlines (daily), 
Delta Air Lines (daily), Norwegian (daily) and XL Airways 
France (4-weekly). Finally, three carriers link CDG to 
Newark; Delta Air Lines (5-weekly), Primera Air (daily) 
and United Airlines (daily). That makes a total of 102 
weekly flights involving nine different airlines. LEVEL 
began flying from Orly back in early July when it 
launched routes to Montreal and Pointe-a-Pitre in 
Guadeloupe. A fourth route from Orly to Fort-de-France 
in Martinique was also due to launch on 3 September, 
but this route will now welcome its first passengers on 
Monday 1 October. 

Nordica has taken over a couple of PSO (Public Service 
Obligation) routes in Sweden, previously served by now 
defunct NextJet. On 16 September the carrier began 
linking Arvidsjaur and Gällivare with Stockholm ARN. 
Nordica operates the routes with a CRJ 900 based in 
Gällivare. It operates Gällivare-Arvidsjaur-Stockholm 
ARN-Arvidsjaur-Gällivare, once in the morning and once 
in the evening, Mondays to Fridays, as well as once on 
Sundays. NextJet connected these two cities to 

Stockholm until it ceased operations in May. It operated 
the Arvidsjaur route via Lycksele and the Gällivare route 
via Ornskoldsvik. Arvidsjaur is famous in the automotive 
industry as a destination to test vehicles in cold climate 
conditions. For more on Nordica see page 8. 

Pobeda now serves both airports in Istanbul after the 
Russian LCC began daily flights from Moscow VKO to 
Istanbul SAW on 21 September. The airline already flies 
to Istanbul IST on a daily basis using its 737-800s. 

Volotea chose Monday 17 September as the launch date 
for its newest domestic route in Italy. On that day the 
carrier began 4-weekly service between Naples and 
Turin using its 125-seat 717s. Frequency will increase to 
6-weekly in October. The 720-kilometre route is already 
served by Blue Air (16-weekly) and easyJet (daily). The 
latter launched its service earlier this month on 3 
September. The reason for both easyJet and Volotea 
entering the market is the fact that Alitalia withdrew its 
service between the two 
airports at the end of May. 
The Italian flag-carrier had 
been serving the route with 
up to 3-daily flights. 
Although not a designated 
base, Volotea now serves 20 
destinations from Naples 
and this summer was the fourth biggest airline at the 
airport with around 7% of seat capacity, behind easyJet 
(30%), Ryanair (18%) and Alitalia (8%). 

Wizz Air has added the Estonian capital of Tallinn to its 
London LTN route network. A 4-weekly service began on 
17 September using a mix of A320s and A321s. The 
1,780-kilometre route faces no direct competition. 
However, British Airways flies 2-weekly to Tallinn from 
London LHR, Ryanair 4-weekly from London STN and 
both airBaltic and easyJet (both 2-weekly) from London 
LGW. This is only Wizz Air’s second route to Tallinn. It 
began 3-weekly service from Kiev IEV on 21 June. From 
London LTN the ULCC now serves almost 50 destinations 
with almost 400 weekly departures. Route churn has 
been relatively low over the years from Luton though 
destinations no longer served include Brno, Dubrovnik 
and Zagreb. 

Wizz Air resumed some more services in the last two 
weeks from its former base at Targu Mures. The 
Romanian airport, which brands itself as Targu Mures 
Transylvania Airport, reopened on 25 June after a 19-
month closure following infrastructure upgrades, 
including major rehabilitation of the runway. Wizz Air 
resumed service to Dortmund and Memmingen back in 
June and has now taken up its old routes to London LTN 
(17 September) and Budapest (20 September). All these 
resumed services are operating 2-weekly. In S16 Wizz Air 
was serving nine destinations from Targu Mures. In 
addition to the relaunched routes it also served 
Frankfurt HHN, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden, Madrid, Paris 
BVA and Rome CIA.  

Latest European route news 
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Thailand, and in particular Bangkok, has long been a 
popular long-haul leisure destination from Europe. 
Unlike the South Korean market which The ANKER 
Report analysed in Issue 23, which has just one 
destination (Seoul ICN) but two home carriers (Asiana 
Airlines and Korean Air) the Thai market consists of more 
than one airport, but has just one local long-haul carrier, 
Star Alliance member Thai Airways. 

Record growth in 2018 but only 9% 

Between 2004 and 2011 non-stop capacity between 
Europe and Thailand grew steadily (apart from the global 
recession blip of 2009) reaching 3.9 million seats, an 
increase of 27% compared with 2004. However, that 
peak of 2011 would remain the record until this year 
when non-stop seat capacity has finally reached the four 
million mark, thanks to seat growth of almost 9%. 

Capacity dropped by almost 10% in 2012 with over half 
of that reduction down to just two airlines. airberlin had 
begun serving Bangkok from Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf in 
May 2009 after the airline acquired and absorbed the 
long-haul leisure airline LTU. However, in April 2012 it 
suspended all services to Thailand.  

The other key player was Qantas which had been 
operated from Sydney to London LHR via Bangkok. The 
Heathrow services was terminated in March 2012. Along 
with Thai Airways cutting seat capacity to Europe by 4% 
in 2012 (although the number of flights remained 
unchanged) and other carriers also trimming capacity, 
overall capacity to Europe fell by 10%. 

Thai Airways serves 13 destinations in Europe 

The Thai flag-carrier accounts for 45% of seat capacity on 
non-stop flights between Europe and Thailand. The 
airline serves 13 destinations in Europe. Ranked by seat 
capacity in 2018 these are; London LHR, Frankfurt FRA, 
Paris CDG, Munich, Copenhagen, Zurich, Stockholm ARN, 
Oslo OSL, Brussels BRU, Milan MXP, Vienna, Rome FCO 
and Moscow DME. The most recently launched of these 
are Moscow DME (in December 2016) and Vienna (in 
November 2017). 

Air Italy becomes newest carrier to Thailand 

Qatar Airways backed Air Italy has become the newest 
airline to offer non-stop flights to Thailand from Europe 
when it began 4-weekly flights from Milan MXP to 
Bangkok on 9 September, competing directly with Thai 
Airways.  

While overall capacity across all carriers is up 9% in 
2017, several carriers have been growing much faster, 
notably Ukraine International Airlines (+54%), TUI 
Airways (+53%), Norwegian (+20%), Finnair (+17%) and 
Turkish Airlines (+17%). Norwegian has served Bangkok 
from Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm for several years 
will this winter also start serving Krabi from the same 
three airports.  

The other recognised long-haul LCCs serving the market 
are Eurowings and TUI Airways. The Lufthansa subsidiary 
has added Bangkok flights this summer from Düsseldorf 
and Munich to complement its existing Cologne Bonn 
routes to Bangkok and Phuket. TUI Airways, which 
operates flights from Scandinavia as well as the UK, has 
increased capacity by around 50% to both Krabi and 
Phuket. 

London LHR still #1 despite BA only having daily flight 

A total of 21 European airports have non-stop service to 
Bangkok in 2018 compared with 19 in 2017, with 
Düsseldorf (Eurowings) and Ufa (Azur Air and Nordwind) 
being the newcomers. London LHR leads the way with 4-
daily flights. Thai Airways (2-daily), British Airways (daily) 
and Taiwan’s EVA Air (daily) make up the market. EVA 
Air also offers flights to Bangkok from Amsterdam and 
Vienna, making it the fourth biggest airline. 

Air Italy becomes newest carrier to connect Europe with Thailand; 
Thai Airways dominates; growth of 9% in 2018 is highest for 15 years 
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Canada Rouge, Eurowings, Jetstar Airways and Scoot - 
shown in red on graph) and carriers that evolved from 
LCCs or are related to LCCs (AirAsia X, Azul, Norwegian,  
Thai AirAsia X, WestJet and WOW air).   

Of these the newest is Iceland’s WOW air, which began 
flights to mainland Europe in S12 and did not branch out 
into long-haul flying to the US until the summer of 2015. 
Because of its geographic position many of its US and 
Canadian routes are actually below the 4,500-kilometre 
threshold used in this analysis. Using 4,000 kilometres as 
the cut-off point would considerably boost WOW air’s 
position in the rankings. However, intra-European flights 
from Scandinavia and Iceland to the Canary Islands 
would then have to be included. 

Primera Air’s ambitious plans for 2019 

One carrier that failed to make the Top 15 is Primera Air, 
which launched long-haul flights earlier this year from 
London STN and Birmingham (briefly). The airline is  
exploiting the performance offered by the new A321neo. 
However, as with Norwegian and the 787, some aircraft 
delivery delays meant the airline has had to resort to 
leasing in capacity for some of the summer period.  

However, this has not deterred the carrier from 
announcing plans to serve Canada and the US from 
several more European airports starting in either 
W18/19 or S19, notably from: 

• Berlin TXL (starting in June 2019): to Boston, New 

York JFK and Toronto; 

• Brussels BRU (starting in May 2019): to Boston, New 
York EWR and Washington; 

• Frankfurt (starting in June 2019): to Boston, 

Montreal, New York JFK and Toronto; 

• Madrid (starting in July 2019): to Boston, New York 
EWR and Toronto; 

• Paris CDG (starting in W18/19): to Montreal. Boston, 
New York EWR and Toronto launched in S18. 

IAG doing its LEVEL best to compete 

The Lufthansa Group is rapidly developing its long-haul 
low-cost activities though its Eurowings brand (with the 
assistance of aircraft from Brussels Airlines). Its focus has 
been on leisure routes from Cologne Bonn, Düsseldorf 
and Munich, with only the Düsseldorf to New York JFK (6
-weekly) operating with more than 3-weekly flights. 
From 1 December Eurowings will also take over 
Lufthansa’s last remaining long-haul service from 
Düsseldorf to New York EWR. 

Rival IAG has created LEVEL, which started flying long-
haul from Barcelona last June to two destinations in 
California (Los Angeles and Oakland) as well as Buenos 
Aires and Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic. It uses 
Iberia aircraft but has its own LV flight numbers. 

In July LEVEL expanded its long-haul network and began 
service from Paris ORY to Montreal and Pointe-a-Pitre in 
Guadeloupe. Service to New York EWR began on 18 
September while flights to Fort-de-France in Martinique 
are set to launch on 1 October. The Paris routes are 
flown by Openskies using its two A330-200s. 

London Gatwick and Toronto Pearson top airports 

Using our definition of LHLCCs and the 4,500-kilometre 
cut-off point, the two busiest airports this summer for 
long-haul low-cost flights are London LGW and Toronto 
YYZ. Of the top 10 airports worldwide for long-haul low-
cost flights, five are in Europe (shown in red), with 
Gatwick being joined by Paris CDG, Frankfurt, 
Manchester and Barcelona. 

So how cheap are the fares? 

With all airlines increasingly offering ‘a la carte’ pricing it 
can be difficult to make sensible price comparisons 
between carriers. Europe’s LHLCCs each have a range of 
economy class tickets which cater to different market 
segments. Though one wonders how many people 
manage to travel on long-haul flights with just a 
‘personal item’, which is the cheapest option on Primera 
Air and WOW air. 

Return flights between London STN and New York EWR 
can be booked on Primera Air in February 2019 for 285 
Euros. This is in “Light” class, with an upgrade to 
“Comfort” class costing an additional 90 Euros. For 
Norwegian, using its low-fare calendar option, a return 
flight in February from Gatwick to New York JFK can 

currently be purchased for 331 Euros including all taxes 
and surcharges. Eurowings’s cheapest return “Basic” fare 
in February for its Düsseldorf to JFK service is currently 
around 350 Euros. Similarly LEVEL is offering 350 Euro 
return fares from Paris ORY to Newark, but these are 
bookable for later this week, at the end of September. 

It should be noted that some of these airlines also have a 
business class product such as “WOW premium” and 
Eurowings’s “BIZclass”, further complicating the choice 
for passengers. A last minute booking (made on 23 
September) in Norwegian’s PremiumFlex class for travel 
between London LGW and New York JFK on Monday 24 
September, returning on Friday 28 September, would set 
you back around 1,600 Euros and the flight would be 
operated by Wamos Air. 

Airline Fare level 1 Fare level 2 Fare level 3 

Air Canada Rouge “Basic”: Hand luggage “Flex”: 1 checked bag, 100% Aeroplan Miles, 
standard seat selection 

“Latitude”: 1 checked bag, 125% Aeroplan Miles, extra 
legroom and standard seat selection, changes and cancella-
tions, priority check-in baggage and boarding 

Eurowings “Basic”: Hand luggage (8kg) “Smart”: Hand luggage (8kg), checked bag 
(23kg), preferred seating, SMART-meal 

“Best”: Hand luggage (8kg), checked bags (2 x 23kg), com-
fortable seat with more legroom, BEST-meal, on-board 
entertainment 

Norwegian “Low Fare”: Hand baggage and wifi “Low Fare+”: Hand baggage, 1 x 20kg bag, seat 
reservation and wifi 

“Flex”:  Hand baggage, 2 x 20kg bag, seat reservation, fast 
track, wifi, changes and refundable 

Primera Air “Light”: 1 personal item (25x33x20 cm) “Comfort”: 1 personal item, 1 cabin bag (max 
10kg), 1 checked bag (max 23kg), priority 
seating 

“Flex”: 1 personal item, 1 cabin bag (max 10kg), 1 checked 
bag (max 23kg), priority seating, meal, name change and 
refundable 

WOW air “WOW basic”: 1 personal item “WOW plus”: 1 personal item, 1 carry-on bag, 
1 checked bag, standard seat 

“WOW comfy”: 1 personal item, 1 carry-on bag, 1 checked 
bag, XL/XXL seat, cancellation protection 

Source: Airline websites 

What you get “free” with different economy class options on long-haul flights from assorted LCCs 


